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Legal notice

Editorial
Variants need transparency, …
… not only for current, or past product lines, but
most importantly for the future ones.
Therefore it is extremely important to assess the
complexity and its cost.
In our projects, we frequently find that the available
tools for measuring and evaluating the impact of
product variety are far from sufficient. This causes a
dangerous unawareness about which variants contribute profits and which ones are causing losses.
Consequently, it is necessary to gain insight and
knowledge about product-related complexity cost.
It will be crucial in making good business decisions.

Joerg Starkmann
CEO, Schuh Complexity Management, Inc.

In this journal, we will take you through the exciting
world of product-related complexity costs. In addition
to the methodical classification, we provide examples
of real projects to showcase the potential of this powerful approach. We will demonstrate how you can
determine complexity cost very pragmatically to create meaningful results for successful business decisions.
We are excited to give you practical steps in this
journal to enable you to create much needed transparency in your company.
We would love to hear from you with your questions
or comments.
Sincerely,

Stephan Krumm Ph.D.
CEO, Schuh Group
Complexity Management Journal 01/2019
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The cost of variety –
Which variant is really
worthwhile?
Michael Friedrich
The daily dealings with variance continues to pose a great challenge. When deciding over accenptance
or rejection of a required variant, the question quickly arises if all the relevant facts for the decision
are on the table. It also is not certain whether missing facts can be compensated for by years of
experience and the so-called “gut feeling”, which is often used to fill information gaps. In this gray
area, discussions often emerge that do little to contribute to the final decision. Despite all the
sensible pros and cons in those discussions, there remains a comparatively high level of uncertainty in how to manage the variety. Consequently, the entire topic is lacking clarity and in cases
of doubt, the decision usually is in favor of the variant.

The optimal amount of variants

The daily dealings with variants do not necessarily
depend on different gut feelings and opinions of individuals. Enough facts can be gathered to leave less
ambiguity when making a decision. When dealing
with variants, it is not simply the deletion or refusal
of variants that can be pursued, but the prevention
of unrestricted proliferation as well. Usually, the
golden ratio – aka the optimum – is located somewhere
in between (Fig. 1) the aforementioned.
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As shown in the figure, in the starting age of mass
produced cars, vehicles were manufactured with a
low product diversity keeping variant costs at a minimum. A certain increase in the variance significantly increased the benefits perceived by the customer and therefore, they were prepared to pay a
correspondingly higher price in the market. This
growth in sales also contributed to an appropriate
increase in earnings. Seemingly, everything was on
track and the unknown variant costs remained inconspicuous and on a relatively low level. However,

the conclusion that additional variants would continue to fuel profit growth proved to be wrong since
the costs of variance – still unknown and in the background – increased exponentially. In addition, too
many variants did not deliver any further customer
benefit and therefore, the achievable market price
could not be increased. Something wasn’t right anymore! The revenue increased but the profits no longer followed. How could that be? The only possible
answer is that the large amount of product variants
causes high levels of complexity in the organization,
which in turn reduces efficiency and leads to higher
overhead costs. If the behavior of the complexity cost
curve is not known, the profit margin situation can
suddenly become detrimental.

time. However, the knowledge about these variant
costs has meanwhile become one of the indispensable
tools in decision-making for and against a new variant.
In addition to the clarification of market requirements,
information on target prices, and the cost caused by
the variant within the company, are important decision
criteria.

The level of variant cost is not to be
underestimated

Even more difficult to answer is the question about
the cost created by the variant in individual areas of
the company such as application engineering, quality management, production planning, procurement
and logistics. When trying to analyze the cost of ad-

The cost of administrating a large amount of variants
can be substantial and has been ignored for a long

For these criteria (Fig. 2), there are usually descriptions for the options of the variants at hand, which
refer to the requirements (features and characteristics)
they must meet in the market. Beyond that there are
some estimates made on how often the individual
variant will probably be sold in the market. Collecting
the information on target prices for a specific variant
already becomes a challenge.

Cost of
Complexity

Benefit/
Costs

Benefit

Maximum
Profit

1938

...
Optimal Product
Variety

Product
Variety

Fig. 1: There is an optimal product variety which provides the best business outcome
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ministrating and maintaining variants, it is all too
often that no proper data can be obtained.
In most cases the knowledge of the variant cost help
to justify or rule out further variants. It is also helpful
to identify the potential that can be exploited by the
avoidance or elimination of variants. From time to
time we find methods, which were worked out once
in the distant past and lead to decisions that put the
cost of a variant generally at e. g. $5,000 per year. How
those inquiries came about, whether they are still up
to date and to which variants they apply at all, can
often no longer be clarified. In other cases, it is claimed
that it is simply not possible to gather the variant cost
since it would involve considerable effort.
In other cases, it is doubted that the variant cost can
reach a considerable extent, according to the motto
“It can’t be that bad if we only need to provide a
different hole pattern  /a new flange  /a different paintjob”. However, if you take a look at the actual proportion of variant cost that could be influenced by
systematic variant planning, you will quickly see that
this cost share should simply not be ignored. The
significance is shown by the fact that the influenceable variant costs, in average, account for 23 % of
the total costs according to our study (Fig. 3).

Usually, variant cost are either unknown, underestimated or considered too burdensome to collect,
but there is a much greater problem in assessing
their impact in comparison to the other criteria
listed in Figure 2. Therefore, we want to explore the
following questions in this journal:
•• What exactly is meant by the term variant cost?
•• How can the variant cost be determined
source-based and with justifiable effort?
•• How can actual use-cases be defined and
interpreted from the collected data?
•• How precise does the analysis have to be
and how inaccurate may it be?
•• How can the generated cost model be used to
obtain reliable facts for deciding for or against a
variant?
•• What effort is required to keep the data up to
date so that new use-cases can be reliably
calculated in the near future?
•• Which savings potentials can be identified with
the knowledge about the variant costs?

Which target price can be reached in the market place?
(Features and Options)

What cost is created in the company?
(Manufacturing Cost
and Cost allocated by origin).

Which options does the market request?
(Features and Options)

What are the sales volumes/market needs?
(Sales and Forecasts)

Fig. 2: Complexity cost is an important criteria on decisions regarding variants
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100 %

Total indirect cost of
all departments observed
14 %

90 %
80 %

12 %

70 %
23 %

60 %
50 %
40 %

12 %

46 %

30 %
20 %

23 %
23 %
7%

10 %

7%

0%

2%

e. g.: 50 Mio. 23 Mio. 11,5 Mio. 11,5 Mio.

Product-related
cost of
complexity
Accessible cost with
optimization of variance

Sales,
PM

Purchasing,
Disposition

R&D

Logistic

AV,
Production

Qualitymanagement

Spare part,
Service

IT,
Controlling

The chart is based upon 13 complexity cost studies performed for enterprises operating in several different industries
(e.g. Automotive, Electronics, Special Machinery, …)

Fig. 3: Portion of the total overhead cost that is accessible by managing product variance

You will see that the knowledge of the variant costs
alone does not provide the decision about a variant
to be approved or rejected – the other mentioned
criteria are crucial as well – but without complexity
cost it certainly does not work. In addition, you will
realize that it is by far not as time-consuming as often
expected to get to this knowledge. If there is currently no knowledge available at all, every step – even
a small one – towards transparency is a step into the
right direction. A solution that is slightly inaccurate
is still considerably better than continuing to ignore
the variant costs and risk the company’s survival
without a solution.

Contact

Michael Friedrich
michael.friedrich@schuh-group.com
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Methodical classification –
What are we talking about?
Anno Kremer
Variant cost, meaning cost that are created by product variance, represent a clearly defined scope
within the complexity cost. Before discussing methods for recording variant cost, a fundamental
classification needs to be made first.

Definition of complexity cost

Complexity cost is an umbrella term to encompass
all cost in a company, which are influenced (increased)
by complexity. Complexity cost represent the opposite
pole to complexity benefits.
Complexity refers to an object and is always a combination of variety and dynamics (variability, Fig. 1).
“Objects” are products, locations, suppliers, customers, departments, etc.

high

On the next level, a distinction can be made between
direct, indirect and hidden complexity cost. “Direct”
means directly belonging to the respective object
(e. g. product or product variant).
In contrast, indirect complexity cost cannot be directly related to the respective object, but are assigned
by a distribution logic.
All influences, whose effects are not quantifiable or
whose estimation would be feasible only with large
expenditure, are added to the hidden complexity cost.

Complicated
System

Complex
System

Simple
System

Dynamic
System

low

high

Diversity
low

Dynamics

Fig. 1: The definition of complexity
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For further methodical discussion, the product will
be considered in the following. Figure 2 shows examples of direct, indirect and hidden cost for product
complexity.

variance in the areas still distributed over surcharges
with justifiable effort.

Methodology – How to proceed?
Motivation – What is it good for?

Complexity cost are not usually considered in the
development process. Decisions on alternative concepts are assessed purely based on their impact on
manufacturing cost. This usually leads to an increase
in the technical (internal) variance. Likewise, valueanalytical product optimizations without considering
product complexity cost always result in an increase
in variance. When controlling and planning the product range (external variance), the benefit perspective
(sales) is often overestimated, while variant cost are
not taken into account at all.
Even though these considerations are now generally
accepted, many companies are still reluctant to create
more transparency here and, thus, to have a much
better basis for decision-making.
Today, it is quite possible to achieve sufficient accuracy in the estimation of the effects of product

Indirect
Complexity Cost

As with all calculation-supporting methods, the first
step is to select the basic procedure for each category
(Fig. 3).
Here, one has the choice between direct assignment
(high accuracy, high effort) and model-based assignment similar to a machine hourly rate calculation
(medium accuracy, low to medium effort).
Resource-oriented process cost accounting (RPA) has
proven its worth in practice as a method for modelbased assignment. The resource consumption is assigned with the help of processes to so-called cost
drivers. The machine hour rate calculation in the direct
production areas can be used to illustrate the procedure. There, the resource consumption of the machine
(electricity, personnel, depreciation, etc.) is charged
to the cost driver “machine hour rate”. Subsequently,
the expected number of machine hours required is
estimated for calculation purposes. The RPA applies
this procedure to the indirect areas.

Direct
Complexity Cost

Hidden
Complexity Cost

One-time
Complexity cost

Recurring
Complexity cost

Examples:

Examples:

Examples:

Examples:

 Development and

 System maintenance






 Reduced product quality
 Waste
 ...







design of new parts
New Materials
Tests
Documentation
Qualification of
new suppliers
...






ofparts
Storage cost
Updates to
documentation
Supplier management
...

New tools
Setup cost
Economies of scale
...

Fig. 2: Examples for product complexity cost
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In direct estimation, the effects on the respective
cost are directly estimated by the experts for the individual case.
Depending on the calculation model a decision is
based upon, it should be determined which method
to choose for which cost. For example, it is possible
to estimate the tool cost for a new variant directly or
to calculate them using a model (with the cost driver
“Number of new tools”). This is also where the differences become apparent: While the direct assignment
provides a specific value for the required tool, the
model provides only an average value for all required
tools in the company. All this information is aggregated into a decision calculation. This shows exactly,
which cost items are determined by whom and according to which method. On the side of the benefits,
there are either savings in manufacturing cost for
technical variance issues or there is additional revenue/
contribution margin for portfolio decisions.
Afterward, the method of the resource-oriented process cost calculation to determine the indirect product
complexity cost is explained in more detail.

The structure of a resource-oriented process cost
calculation usually takes place in four steps:
Step 1: Selection of the departments to be
investigated (all those whose expenditures scale
with internal (technology) or external (portfolio)
product complexity)
Step 2: Acquire the processes in the specific
departments
Step 3: Assign resources to processes. All
consumption of resources (personnel, resources,
IT, capital, etc.) are included
Step 4: Select the cost drivers and assign the cost
drivers to the processes
Figure 4 shows the basic procedure. This method
establishes a link between the cost drivers, the processes and the resources / cost.
For the actual decision, the influence of the decision
on the cost drivers is estimated and the model provides the monetary effects in the processes.

Complexity Cost
Object / Driver

Category

Cost Type

Estimation
Method

Products

Location

Indirect
Complexity Cost

Supplier

Direct
Complexity Cost

Single Piece Cost

Rough Estimation

Customer

……

Hidden
Complexity Cost

Overhead Cost

Process Cost Calculation

Interviews

Exemplary Classification

Fig. 3: Classification of complexity cost
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Engineering/Design

Production

Storage

Processes in
the Company …

Capital

IT

Tooling Human Resources

… require
Resources of
different kinds, …

Purchased Part
Formel

Manufactured Part
Quantities

… with productand order-dependent
Cost Drivers …

… which can be in
any functional
Relationship.

Effort
MY
10
Workflow Creation

Human Resources
10 MY

200 new Parts

200 new Parts

Fig. 4: Approach for the setup of resource based process cost calculation

The resource consumption is displayed separately
according to one-time expenses (for creating the
variant) and current expenses (for maintaining and
updating the variant). Once the model has been set
up, it can be used in a variety of ways in addition to
the individual calculation for the decision. Some more
examples are:

This results in a significantly improved decision
quality compared to conventional procedures, which
in the medium term lead to significantly lower cost
in the concerned overhead cost areas. In the context
of this journal, the procedure is now clarified with
the help of several practical examples.

•• Calculation of reference cases for faster
estimation in use-cases: standard values (e. g.
complex change, medium complex change and
simple change) are calculated and documented
so that an even faster estimation is possible.
•• Calculation of the cost effect of certain cost
drivers: For example, it is possible to calculate
what a part number costs (once for creation and
continuously in maintenance).

Contact

Anno Kremer
anno.kremer@schuh-group.com

Complexity Management Journal 01/2019
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Where there’s a will, there’s a way!
Estimation of cost reduction potentials with
regard to process and organizational complexity
Stephan U. Schittny Ph.D.
Indirect cost caused by process and organizational complexity are commonly included in overhead
cost. As it is common practice in internal account settlement, overhead cost is distributed with a
specific percentage-rate across the board of all products as overhead surcharges. In most cases,
each product carries the same percentage of surcharge.

Not only does this sound unfair from a product point
of view, it also often causes business problems. Bestselling products, often appear less profitable than
they really are. Even surcharge rates and the high
number of units sold, makes them carry excessive
overhead cost. In contrast to the high-runner products,
niche products carry a much smaller portion of the
overhead cost even though they cause a larger effort
in process and organization. Therefore they appear
more profitable than they really are, because they are
unknowingly subsidized by the high-runners.
This paper presents an estimation model that provides
transparency about the cost incurred. Business decisions will be considerably improved with the help of
such cost transparency. Potentials for the improvement
of process and organizational complexity become
obvious.

Project example

Let’s take a look at a component supplier in the
automotive industry that develops its products on a
project basis. The supplier considers the customer’s
requirements and supplies the products over the
entire product life cycle.
The starting point of the improvement project was
a complexity audit, where considerable internal

12
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complexity was found and significant waste in the
processes and in the organization was recognized.
The project objective was a rough estimation of possible cost reduction potentials in order to derive measures for a better control of the internal complexity.
The following approaches to reduce unnecessary
internal complexity were suggested and their effect
was to be quantified by a cost estimate:
•• Process improvements through the implementation of so-called “ideal processes” (optimal
process flows as they would run under hypothetically ideal boundary conditions)
•• Standardization of processes, machines,
jigs and tools with regard to the respective
ideal processes
•• Assumption of responsibility and knowledge
management for the implementation of the
ideal processes and for standardization through
consistent cross-functional teams
•• Identical goals of the involved corporate
functions: “Everyone pulls in the same direction”
•• Focus on core competencies in order to
leverage the company’s strengths and achieve
repeat effects

•• Improvement of economies of scale by
focusing on strategically selected market
potentials and the stopping of unprofitable,
opportunistic, individual projects

resources along the entire process chain must be
recorded. Indirect processes are documented according to reference products and classified in four
categories (Fig. 1). The following stages have been
defined in this project:

Cost model

A) Activities in this area run according to
the hypothetical ideal process
B) Activities run with small deviation from
ideal process
C) Activities run with medium deviation from 		
ideal process
D) Activities run with substantial deviation 		
from the ideal process.

The cost model is based on so-called resource-oriented activity-based costing (ABC). The goal is to
allocate overhead cost by assigning them to the running processes instead of allocating overhead cost
by percentage rates as described prior. Contrary to
internal costing, it is advisable to carry out a one-off
calculation using a specific calculation model for the
desired estimate.

On the basis of the hourly rates, consumption of
resources can be converted into process cost, which,
on the basis of a gap-analysis between the levels,
show possible improvement and savings potentials.

In order to quantify the process quality or the deviation from the ideal process, the consumption of

1. Selection of Product or Technology Cluster
2. Initial Interviews to assess typical (repeated) Process Deviations
incl. variant and complexity cost drivers
Characterization of reference
products A, B, C, D (Features/bandwidth of options)

Ideal
Process

+100 %

As-is Process
small deviation

3. Preparation of Interview Analysis
4. Interview Analysis for each representative Product along the Value Chain
Assessment of the indirect cost for the reference products A, B, C, D

As-is Process
medium deviation

As-is Process
substantial deviation

Sales &
Marketing

Purchasing &
Application
Vendor Mgmt. Engineering

Planning &
Tooling

Ramp-up

Logistics

Series
Production

+50 %
+33 %

Maintenance &
Quality Mgmt.

5. Quantification of direct Cost Effects by Final Costing
for the reference products in the categories A, B, C and D
6. Educated Guess for further Products based on plausibility checks with the
assumption of deviation levels
Sales &
Marketing

Purchasing &
Application
Vendor Mgmt. Engineering

Planning &
Tooling

Ramp-up

Logistics

Series
Production

Maintenance &
Quality Mgmt.

Sales &
Marketing

Purchasing &
Application
Vendor Mgmt. Engineering

Planning &
Tooling

Ramp-up

Logistics

Series
Production

Maintenance &
Quality Mgmt.

7. Projection of total Potential

Fig. 1: Multi-Step approach to estimate cost savings potentials
Complexity Management Journal 01/2019
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Methodical approach

A multi-stage approach based on the ABC model
outlined above is proposed for estimating the cost
reduction potentials (Fig. 1). The following steps
describe the procedure in detail:
1. Identification of corporate functions/
departments that are influenced by complexity
and selection of reference products for process
mapping (reference products should preferably
be in production for two to three years in order
to enable post-calculations for the determination
of direct cost)
2. Initial interviews in all identified departments
with the following objectives:
•• Identification of the relevant sub-processes
for the process mapping /deviation analysis
•• Characterization of features of the reference
products in the respective area
•• Determination of typical, recurring process
deviations for the relevant processes and
process variants

Examples of frequently
identified Process Variant
Drivers

•• Characterization and classification of the process
deviations in the grading scheme “small, medium
and substantial deviation”
•• Identification of process variant drivers
(i. e. complexity cost drivers) and definition
of the extent of the process deviation per stage
(small, medium, substantial) see Figure 2.
These process variant drivers
–– classify the respective deviations from the
ideal process in the categories A, B, C and D,
–– support the estimation of the total theoretical
cost reduction potential,
–– describe the classification of subprocesses in a
morphological analysis for future estimations
of complexity cost (individual case),
–– and identify starting points for future
improvement initiatives.
3. Preparation of the interview analysis:
•• Design of the calculation tool according to the
results of 1) and 2) to include the overhead cost
driven by complexity, including determination of
the level of detail

Driver characteristic depending on deviations from the ideal process
(A) Ideal Process

(B) Small
Deviation

(D) Substantial Deviation

Internal resource availability
of expertise

All required experts are available

Uncertain manufacturability at
time of order

Product economically manufacturable
1 Feature
according to drawings and data models not …

Incomplete specifications
(inquiry and order documents)

Precise specifications are completely
available

…

…

Specifications are not complete
and features are missing

Restrictions regarding machines,
tools and devices

No restrictions, the ideal resource
is available

…

…

Significant technical compromises
are necessary

Non-compliance of defined
process steps

All required process steps can be
executed in the required sequence

…

…

Not all process steps can be
executed, sequence not possible

1 expert not 2 experts not
available
available

Fig. 2: Examples of frequently identified process variant drivers
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Deviation
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2 Features
not …

No experts available
3+ Features not possible to be
economically manufactured

•• Description and evaluation of the consumption
of resources of the ideal processes as a basis
for the evaluation of deviations of the identified
process variants “small, medium, substantial”
from the respective ideal process

•• Estimation of the percentage shares of the total
consumption of resources in the department,
the one for new projects and the one for ongoing
activities (necessary for extrapolating the potentials for new projects and ongoing activities)

4. Interview analysis for the reference products
along the process chain:

•• Estimation of the total number of transactions
per year

•• Estimation of the consumption of resources
in the subprocesses for stages A, B, C, D (ideal
process, small, medium, substantial deviation)
using the above-mentioned reference products
(Fig. 3)

•• Plausibility check of the evaluation of the
process deviations in the calculation tool and
determination of the indirect cost
5. Quantification of the direct cost effects
by post-calculations of the internal costing
for the reference products in the categories
A, B, C and D

•• Selection of the three most important cost
drivers of the respective area to classify the
sub-processes by the categories A, B, C and D
as accurately as possible

6. Expert estimations for further products based
on similarity criteria and consideration of
deviation levels

•• Estimate the percentage share of the
categories A, B, C and D in the total business
of the department: What percentage of business
transactions fall into categories A, B, C and D?

7. Extrapolation of the total savings

Estimation of use of resources in the process step for a reference product with
specific feature … (in hours) = Estimation based on interviews and/or expert opinion

Process cost

A: Ideal Process
Example …

B: Small Deviation
Example 1 …

C: Medium Deviation D: Substantial Dev.
Example 2 …
Example 3 …

One-time Annual
effort
effort

One-time Annual
effort
effort

One-time Annual
effort
effort

One-time Annual
effort
effort

Complexity driven process step

complexity
driven

10.0

Quality Management

Reference
product

10.1

Quality planning discussion

yes

3,0

4,0

6,0

10,0

10.2

Development of test concept and test plan

yes

6,0

7,0

7,0

10,0
50,0

Nr.

Product a

Product y

Product x

10.3

Sample products

yes

25,0

30,0

40,0

10.4

Acceptance test on machine

yes

2,0

3,0

4,0

10.5

Complaint management

yes

10.6

Quality development

no

10.7

CIP of the test concept

yes

10.8

Product training with employees

no

10.9

Quality assurance in series production

100,00 %

Subprocesses

0,0
1,0

1,0

1,0

2,0
1,0

1,0
1,0

Portion of
business
processes

15,0

5%

1,0

1,0

8,0
30,0

1,0

3,0
1,0

Product z

1,0

120,0
1,0

1,0

3,0
1,0

1,0

35 %

2,0

8,0
1,0

3,0

1,0

50 %

5,0

10 %

Estimation of use of resources per process step
and category (A, B, C and D)

Fig. 3: Example for the estimation of resource requirements of each process step
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Knowledge of the process cost per subprocess and
the deviation category in stages A, B, C and D result
in a previously unavailable cost transparency of the
indirect cost incurred (Fig. 3). A variety of analyses
and evaluations can be carried out, e.g., to improve
business decisions on the basis of cost transparency
or to derive potentials for improving the process
and the organizational complexity (Fig. 4).

Now, a morphological analysis of the calculated process cost can be setup and used for estimates depending on assumed or determined process deviations in
the respective areas. Nonrecurring process cost are,
for instance, the development of new products, the
modification of products or the acquisition of new
customers. Running cost relate to (annually) recurring
activities such as product, customer, drawing, or master data maintenance.

Indirect cost (overhead)

Direct cost

Cost savings potentials
Mio.$ p. a.

Total

$
30 Mio.
p. a.

Small
deviation

Medium
deviation

Significant
deviation

Small
deviation

Medium
deviation

Significant
deviation

Deviation of business processes from the ideal process
Fig. 4: Significant cost savings can be accomplished by reducing process and organizational
complexity
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Total

Conclusion

The theoretical cost reduction potential can be increased by avoiding deviations from the so-called
ideal process, i. e. unnecessary waste is reduced.
In addition, complexity cost can be evaluated with
the ABC model and used as a basis for future process, technology and investment decisions. This
significantly improves the quality of available information for decisions. The strongly improved cost
transparency reveals unwanted cross-subsidies.
In the project described, global competitiveness can
be significantly improved in accordance with the
cost analysis through the following three options
for action:

•• Strategic focus (keyword: core competencies
and products with potential)
•• Systematic reduction of existing, unnecessary
process complexity (keyword: ideal processes
and standardization)
•• Reduction of organizational complexity
(keywords: assumption of responsibility,
knowledge management, stable cross-functional
teams with aligned goals)
The company becomes more competent, more stable,
and more cost-effective.

Contact

Stephan U. Schittny Ph.D.
stephan.schittny@schuh-group.com
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Analysis of the cost of variety –
How costly is it really?
Michael Friedrich
It has already been mentioned that the anticipated effort for assessing variant cost is often estimated too high. It should be kept in mind that this is not an all or nothing situation: it is not
necessary to chase after all the details for assessing expenses, if there is currently only little information available on the subject. Even a rough expert estimate is better than nothing. The estimate
must be vindicated but does not have to shed light on all the details.

It is indisputable that more effort leads to more accuracy. However, just as it is wrong to conclude that
more variants also generate more money, it is also
wrong to assume that more effort in gathering information leads to a higher accuracy. Similar to
Figure 1 of the article, “The cost of variety – Which
variant is really worthwhile”, there is another optimum here: as precisely as necessary and as pragmatically as possible.
Based on the compiled knowledge of many projects,
different approaches can be derived. They vary in
effort depending on the scenario but have nevertheless always supplied meaningful results.

Development of department models

In indirect areas such as application engineering,
procurement, logistics, production planning, quality management, etc., activities are carried out that
support a smooth process. Since these activities
cannot be measured by the output quantity of manufactured products, their efforts are recorded using
the subprocesses that run daily in the respective
areas. Figure 1 shows examples of several subprocesses in the production planning department.
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According to the data from the controlling department, the current state of the resource’s workforce
(measured in man-years, MY), in the financial year
are listed with the corresponding cost. Another important category are the cost drivers, e. g., new inhouse production parts or the number of active part
numbers.
Afterwards, the individual subprocesses are identified and their time requirements are estimated together with the colleagues in the particular areas.
For example, the figure “nine hours per self-produced
part (SPP)” is to be understood as the average estimate
of the colleagues who derive this time requirement
from their experience. Considering the resource cost
per person ($ 80,000 p. a.), the work hours per year
and the cost drivers ($2,000 p. a.), it can be determined
that a production plan for a self-produced part entails
an estimated $ 400 cost.
If a new customer order was received on the following day, for which five new self-produced parts
would have to be manufactured, then this subprocess
“Creating production plan” alone would account
for a cost share of $ 2,000.

Production planning
Resources and Cost

Cost driver

Cost type

Value

Description

Value

Human Resource Cost (20 man years)
IT-Cost (300 hours)

$ 1,60 Mio
$ 0,60 Mio.

New self-manufactured parts (SMP)

...

$…

Total

$ 3,50 Mio

Active part numbers (PN)

2,000 p. a.
14,400

...

...

Resource usage by process step
Process step

Resource

Cost Driver

10 MY
(Human Resources)

160 hrs. (EDV)

Manage routings

Cost per
Cost Driver

Effort *)

Cost rate

EFT

9 hrs. per EFT

$ 80,000 per MJ

$ 400.00 per EFT

EFT

0.08 hrs. per EFT

$ 2,000 per Std.

$160.00 per SMP

4 MY
(Human Resources)

TNR

0.5 hrs. per TNR

$ 80,000 per MY

$ 22.22 per TNR

...

...

...

...

...

...

What is being done?

By whom?

Depending
on what?

What scope?

Create routings

Fig. 1: Process model of the department “Production Planning”

If models for all indirect areas are established that
way, every new order that involves new parts and
variants can be evaluated in terms of real expenses.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 give an overview of what this
might look like when the idea arises of introducing
a new “low cost version” of a solid brake disc in addition to the standard internally ventilated brake disc.
An overview of the departmental models of the different areas leads to the estimates in Figure 2.
It becomes clear that the type of cost must be assessed
differently. There are activities that arise only once
such as the engineering of the brake disc. Further
there are continuous maintenance cost such as logistics, which is confronted with this variant on a daily
basis. Increased transport cost and additional storage
space are examples for such cost. The nonrecurring
expenses are distributed evenly over the lifetime of
the product. In this way it is possible to obtain the
information that with an expected number of 5,600
cars, variant cost of approx. $ 60 per car are to be
assumed (Fig. 3).

If the total cost advantage of the solid brake disc is
less than $ 60 per car compared to the internally ventilated one, then it would not be worthwhile to introduce the “low cost variant”. It would be better to
mount the higher quality internally ventilated brake
disc in all cars. However, if the advantage is higher
than $ 60 per car, the introduction would be worthwhile. Furthermore, the $ 60 per car are adjustable by
increasing the number of 5,600 passenger cars per
year in which the massive brake disc can be installed.
Doing so, the variant cost related to a single car would
be reduced.
As you can see, scenarios can be gone through very
precisely. Significant transparency is generated on
whether the introduction of a variant is worthwhile
or not.
The main advantage of the departmental models is
that each new use case can be quickly assessed based
onthe verified data predictions and the involved subprocesses and cost drivers.
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As-is situation

One product variant (internally ventilated brake rotors)

Target situation

Internally
ventilated rotors

Massive rotors

Two product variants by introducing a massive
brake rotor variant

The assessment happens by evaluating usage and cost functions of the relevant areas of the corporation

Technical Planning
Engineering and Design

One-time effort

Annual effort

$ 100,000

$ 5,000

$ 1,500,000

Quality management

$ 400,000

Logistics

$ 50,000

IT

$ 5,000

Manufacturing/Assembly

$ 150,000

$ 6,000

Variant overhead cost

$ 2,150,000

$ 66,000

Fig. 2: Planning of the additional “cheap variant” massive brake rotor

Assessment of actual case studies

In the example of the brake disks, estimates could
have been made even without departmental models,
if it is only to be determined which of two alternatives

is the less complex one. In this case, you would go
through the departments with the two descriptions
and ask the colleagues what the necessary steps and
consequence would be if alternative 1 or alternative
2 were chosen, respectively. Figure 4 illustrates the

Variant overhead cost of the new massive brake rotors
MJ

One-time effort

Annual (running) effort

$ 2,150,000

$ 66,000

MJ

Cost ($)

Cost driver (KT)
€

KT

Predicted product life cycle: 8 years
Distribution of the one-time effort
over the 8 years of estimated
life cycle

$ 2,150,000
8 years

Installation in estimated 5,600 cars

= $ 268,750 / year
$ 334,750 / Jahr

Plus the annual (running) effort

$ 66,000 / year

Total annual variant overhead cost:

$ 334,750 / year

5,600 PKW / Jahr

$ 60 / PKW

The introduction of the massive brake rotors leads to a total annual variant overhead cost of
about $ 60.00 per car

Fig. 3: Calculation of the variant cost for a massive brake rotor
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procedure: The dark blue arrowheads on the process
fields symbolize the additional effort compared to
the usual standard effort.
With this it is possible to carry out at least one assessment in order to compare proposed solutions with
each other without the prior creation of departmental
models.
The disadvantage of this approach is, however, that
you have to trigger a new round of surveys in the
departments for each new case. This saves the previously described effort of creating the departmental
models but holds more effort in the estimations of
each individual case.

How much does an item number cost?

The answer to this popular question cannot be expected to be given with a single statement. It is
implausible that all active part numbers and those
that are yet to be added always generate the same
effort and cost. The complexity of the assemblies

Sales

Choose
and qualify
additional
suppliers

Alternative 1

Sales

Alternative 2

Development
and Test

Purchasing

High effort in
feature changes
for the “quasi
standard” model
line

Purchasing

Development
and Test

Lower effort due
to fewer changes
of features

and products varies too much. However, even here
it is possible to form subcategories, without the prior
establishment of departmental models, which can be
assessed by colleagues in the indirect areas. Figure 5
illustrates such a process.

Conclusion

All the cases presented have in common that the
assessments require estimates, which are to be made
by the experts of the respective products, assemblies
and processes. Right from the start it is clear that
we always have to deal with inaccuracies in the
estimations of the variant cost in the indirect areas.
Absolute accuracy does not exist in this context.
However, it is not necessary either, since a rough
estimate is already very helpful in comparison to the
current state of affairs (“nothing” or “gut feeling”).
The words “rough” or “estimate” do not mean
“wrong”. After all, they have a tangible, resilient and
comprehensible basis which can be discussed by the
people involved.

Logistics
High parts
variance, more
area needed,
more handling
effort

Logistics
Lower part
variance,
less area
needed,
easier to
handle

Production

Quality

Sub optimal
Increased failure
assembly process, quota and
missing special
quality cost
proximity between
development and
production

Production

Quality

Simplified
Simplified product
assembly process, structure reduces
due to lower part failure rate and cost
variance,
fewer check
backs

Fig. 4: Estimation of specific examples
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Shaft bearing

Piston

Crank Shaft

Variant Cost

Variant Cost

Variant Cost

Running cost: $ 3,000 / (parts • years)
One-time cost: $ 15,000 / (parts • years)

Running cost: $ 10,000 / (parts • years)
One-time cost: $ 25,000 / (parts • years)

lRunning cost: $ 13,000 / (parts • years)
Running cost: $ 31,000 / (parts • years)

Oil pan

Fuel pump

Brake caliper

Variant Cost

Variant Cost

Variant Cost

Running cost: $ 4,500 / (parts • years)
One-time cost: $ 17,800 / (parts • years)

Running cost: $ 3,500 / (parts • years)
One-time cost: $ 12,000 / (parts • years)

Running cost: $ 5,000 / (parts • years)
One-time cost: $ 13,000 / (parts • years)

Fig. 5: Exemplary results for efforts of specific assemblies

In the case of direct variant cost (e. g. tools that can
be assigned directly to an assembly variant), the
situation is easier as such direct investments can be
easier calculated. Normally, there’s nothing to be
estimated. However, it can happen that even here
estimates are required, especially if it concerns supplier parts for which the process chain is not sufficiently known.
All the examples described were applied in several
projects and led to meaningful results within the
specified time frame – even for the variant cost.

An avoided variant often leads to avoided tool variants. In the aftermath, cancelled variants only save
the recurring cost (e. g. storage space and loading aids
in logistics). Nevertheless, they have already been
developed and manufactured. Those investments
cannot be retrieved. The integration of variant cost
into decisions about product range and variety is,
therefore, an essential strategic move of the product
management.
Therefore, always keep in mind: The greatest savings
potential lies in cost avoidance.

Nothing goes “at the push of a button”, but it is not
as costly as often assumed. The assessment of potential variants before creating them helps to avoid unnecessary investments if the variant proves to be
unprofitable under the given framework conditions.
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